
150 Woodridge Rd. Walter M. Cochrane  walter.cochrane85@gmail.com 
Greenwood, SC 29646 (864) 554-5015 
 
Education  
 
West Virginia University                            Morgantown, WV                           Graduated: May 2013 
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering 
 
Lander University                             Greenwood, SC         Graduated: May 2006 
Bachelor of Science – Political Science (Law) 
     
Engineering/Management Skills 
 
- Management of Hourly/Salary Employees         - Engineering Systems Design (Elec./Mech.)           - Product Development 
- Continuous Improvement (Kaizen)                         - Cross-Functional Team Leadership                        - Six Sigma (Lean) 
- Inventory Management / PM                                       - Manufacturing Operations Management                 - Capital Budgeting/Forecasting 
- Quality Management (8D, DPPM)                              - Systems Improvements (VSM, OTP, FMEA)         - Project Management 
 
Professional Experience 
VELUX, USA                                                                                   Greenwood, SC             June 2019 – Oct 2021 
Senior Manufacturing Engineer (Maintenance Supervisor)    
 Manage the Velux Maintenance Team over the Commercial Skylight Product Line totaling up to $35,000,000 in annual revenue while leading 

the successful design and implementation of $3,000,000 worth of capital project upgrades serving as the sole Plant Engineer.   
 Reduced Work Order backlog by over 600% within a 6 month period by prioritizing critical job tasks using Excel Macros/Vba code to 

access the EAM Database, assign tasks, and thereby developed an objective tracking methodology for individual employee performance. 
This method resulted in the best KPI metrics (Work Orders, PM’s, 100% Inventory Control) in Velux Commercial Division history and 
also the top metrics when comparing against 5 other Velux Plants. 

 Implemented Dual ABB Robotic Work Cells to accommodate welding 7 different thin Aluminum profiles resulting in a 45% 
productivity output per man with a 2.7 year payback providing an annualized cost savings of an estimated $300,000 per year. 

 Successful design and integration for one of kind automated Specials Thermoformer reducing machine setup time by 20%, improving 
scrap rate by 6%, and eliminating a sub-assembly process through integration of heated clamp frame zoning & HMI addition, resulting in 
six-figure cost savings. 

 Responsible for creating, updating, and finalizing annual SAP shop routings and adjusting any routings due to design, man, machine, or 
material improvements. SAP project improvements include poly cart sheet redesign for 27% additional flow through ovens, 
reprogramming CNC router to optimize product per material sheet by approx. 10%, newly designed automated Curb Liner Roll Former 
reducing product labor content by 25%, Joseph Offload Table & internal cylinder/punch system redesign, Joseph Saw optimization of 
custom dedicated files for scrap savings, and several other Ergonomic projects for material flow improving measurable outcomes. 

 Safety element champion for LOTO Training for all Velux employees including completion and annual review of all machine risk 
assessments, operator procedures, and equipment/operator PM’s. 

 Led the Curb Consolidation project, and sole engineer for new product development redesigning and implementing new PVC welding 
equipment, Thermoformers, Aluminum extrusion saws, Glazing Tables, fixturing/programming changes for robotic upgrades, and others. 

 Other various projects completed and scoped include installation of Lean-To Building for expanded wood storage area, warehouse 
racking expansion product for the Sun Tunnel line, Asphalt/Concrete addition and repairs, Compressor & Air Dryer upgrades, Poly 
Slitter modifications, safety guarding, GED Saw mod for robot accuracy, LED Lighting, and flow project for improving overall plant 
layout for increased productivity. 

 
Eaton Corporation                                                                           Greenwood, SC              Feb 2019 – June 2019 
Lead Manufacturing Engineer    
 Lead the OPEX Engineering Team (4 Engineers) over the Eaton Capacitor and Network Protector Product Line totaling over $140 million 

dollars annually while leading large scale multi-million dollar ($5.2 million since Feb 2019) capital projects from the design, implementation, 
and project completion phase.  
 Currently responsible for 12 large scale Capital Projects for 2019 including ATD Tool & Die Refurbishment Project, Shear Gauge 

improvements ( Excel Macros designed to optimize scrap metal & reduce losses in excess of $191,000 for 2019), Tangent Bender design 
for forming & bending metal capacitor tanks, optimization of Hilton Pack Winding Machines through 150% increase in productivity 
projected throughout 2019 totaling between $1-$2 million dollars), Georgia Power Quick Latch design for NWP Assembly expected to 
gain an additional $10-$20 million in sales for 2020, and leading many other capital cost out projects totaling multi-million dollars of 
investment for 2019-2020. 

 Lead Engineering Team on Continuous Improvement initiatives, Cost Out Initiatives, Equipment Upgrades, and work to develop all 
manufacturing processes for productivity increase and safety performance initiatives.  

 MESH Element Leader for 3 main Eaton safety functions including Machine Guarding, Machine Safety, and Drill Presses 
 Led Eaton Rapid Improvement Event in February of 2019 for a $82,000 savings in Network Protector Product Line through Lean Tool 

Implementation, Standard Work Cycle Time Reductions, 5S+, Visual Management, Value Stream Mapping, Motion Reduction, and 
Engineering improvements. 

 Modified Block Routings within SAP with new calculator saving the company over $100,000 moving throughout 2019 in direct labor 
and lowering overhead product costs.  

 Redesigned copper heat sink for bushing tops in cover weld with an internal magnet to increase productivity  
 Installed new crimp tools within Dept 05 increasing productivity throughput for $47,000 cost savings. 



 
 
FujiFilm Manufacturing, USA.                               Greenwood, SC              June 2017 – Feb 2019 
Manufacturing Engineer (Manufacturing Supervisor) 
 Lead daily P-Plant operations and meetings coordinating Manufacturing Personnel and Coordinators with approximately 20 direct reports (over 

$1,000,000 of employees) while managing multi-million dollars of Materials and Inventory. 
 Compile/Present data for daily morning meetings, the weekly operations meeting, weekly reports, monthly MOR 

information/presentations, MOR-safety reports/presentations, yield & downtime reports, type change documentation, FOS/Procedural 
revision updates, materials reports, 4-pole summary analysis to Japan, and all PPA's & PPR's for assigned production review.  

 Conducted a work sampling time study to evaluate workforce output and gauged employee utilization percentages to reallocate resources 
and reduce overall headcount for 2019 fiscal year cost savings initiative. This was also coincided with new quantifiable metrics that were 
developed to directly track employee output and performance, which were monitored via newly developed Macros tools. 

 Coordinate all cardboard and aluminum materials ($80 million dollars) of materials, work with scheduling team to design production 
schedules, and improve Manufacturing Operations Kiosk for manpower tracking. 

 Created new training standards for employees and fully developed a 30, 60, and 180 training document for certification purposes. Also, 
led the development of the new type change certification program that allows manufacturing associates to be reallocated during 
production type changes reducing downtime during this activity performed 10 times per month. This program helped align the 
reallocation of resources, which will save one entire day of production per month, resulting in production cost savings.  

 Trouble-shoot manufacturing issues that occur on the PS7 Production Line spanning over 1 mile in length. Many equipment, systems, and safety 
related continuous improvement projects have been conducted for cost reduction initiatives. 
 Compiled data & tuned Optical Defect Detector with modified voltage and threshold settings reducing specific defect characters across 2 

products by 15%. This is an expected annual reduction of over $300,000 annually that will be collected each year moving forward. This 
project was done through evaluating equipment setup, roll profile depth/reflectivity angles, and adjusting according to the feedback from 
the RS Linx through PLC system. An Excel Macros was then developed to track defect characters moving forward and a new roll 
management system was put in place for preventative maintenance to interpret laser feedback collection via equipment receptors to 
maintain cost savings. 

 Conducted vibration testing at H2 coater with accelerometer using an SKF Microlog System correlating line speed, tensions, gauge 
change, and width. This project applied vibration target ranges for each specific product allowing to assist with preventative equipment 
measures. In addition, the data driven side of this project correlated vibration readings with tension adjustment modifications, leading to 
an additional project for web tension adjustment from 164kPa to 174kPa.   

 Implemented new 100fps camera system in piling area for non A-Rank product improving the throughput bind on the finishing end 
automation lines. Also, implemented an automated feedback system for operators that populates proper backstops and setup types 
visually, eliminating operator error. Through the new tracking system, it was found that certain size cardboard inconsistencies from the 
vendor was the root cause of the problem. An automated system was created feeding this data back to vendors saving $30,000 during 
FY'19. 

 Honed in new welding equipment for lower gauge aluminum material to reduce excessive acid from the welder getting trapped between 
gauges, reducing overall defect spots on plates by roughly 30%.  

 Implemented Engineering/Ergonomic improvement projects including installation of entry end pressure switch safety mats, upgrading 
PROFACE for HMI Interface to improve speed and efficiency of materials/operations flow, and created new procedures for ACR coil 
management.  

 
Eaton Corporation                               Greenwood, SC   Oct 2014 - June 2017 
Senior Product Engineer  
 Worked as the sole Engineer for Eaton's largest customer account (accounted for 25% of 100 million dollar LVB/MVB Product Line) and 

managed the orders from the initial approval drawing stages to the final as-built drawings while tracking sales dollars within Bid Manager and 
Engineering each individual piece of the final design layout including any special design drafted products for nationwide data centers.  
 Engineered  Breaker/Fusible plugs with special design interlocks, specified components, and lug configurations for various applications 

for the Eaton's largest data center customer for the entire Product Line. 
 Engineered final field fits, special drafted products for a variety of applications, such as transformers, end cable tap boxes, and 

switchgear flanges based upon the engineered layout, customer requirements, and switchgear configurations.  
 Created presentation material and led the instruction for an engineering team of six on the global and domestic requirements for custom 

design Pow-R-Way III and Pow-R-Flex plugs.  
 Received an overall "O" rating on my Apex Review for outperforming Engineering production targets while developing process 

improvements and demonstrating a very high level of accuracy and proficiency as compared other Engineering Team Members.  
 Led the development of several process improvements for the Engineering Team, Sales Team, Plant Manager, Product Line Manager, Quality 

Manager, Supply Chain Manager and others. 
 Responsible Engineer for the first development of weekly forecasting for current jobs in the engineering processing queue (approx. 15 

jobs daily), which provided feedback for bandwidth of upcoming piece count to the PM, PLM, Supervisors, as well as the proper 
quantities of materials that Supply Chain would be needed to order to meet these demands.  

 Assisted in 8D Quality Projects and provided Engineering feedback to close the loop on open CQM's within the system. 
 Developed an Excel Macros for the Engineering Team to use to track pricing multiplier values (RPI) as it applies to each individual 

order. The Engineering Team was responsible for pricing on each individual piece that was engineered in addition to assigning the proper 
codes, so this tool provided automated assistance to ensure that pricing levels were accurate for both the Engineering Team and the Sales 
Team.  

 Acted as the only Engineer in the department to drive the Champion of Change initiative updating technical literature, parts lists, total 
BOM, and working with the R&D Team to ensure parts lists/documentation was improved. Provided regular feedback to R&D 
Engineering Team members on plug configurations and limitations.  



 Piloted and was solely responsible for the monthly plug flush (15th of every month) where each plug in the processing queue would be 
engineered and sent to Juarez to feed the shop in advance to streamline production and provide ample time to order materials, thereby 
preventing delays to the customer, and improving OTP.  

 Regularly interfaced with customers, contractors, internal/external sales, and Eaton employees of all levels in providing Technical Support, 
Sales Quotes through Bid Manager for initial pricing match & pricing adders, and Coordinating orders through Customer Service Team to assist 
with OTP. 
 

United States Steel Corporation                         Pittsburgh, PA   July 2013- Oct 2014 
Operations Manager 
 Lead operations at the largest steel facility (43560sqft) in the United States while managing $5,000,000 million dollars of weekly production. 

 Was responsible for approximately 50 full-time employees or roughly $3,000,000 (yearly) of direct reports.  
 Monthly presentations to Area Managers and Union Personnel providing production information, safety updates/audit information, any 

relevant environmental concerns, and providing feedback through updating documentation for Safe Job Procedures (SJPs). 
 Assisted in staffing throughout the plant crossing 14 units (300 yards each) and crossing through 4 shifts of employees. 

 Directed multiple Engineering Projects and Systems Improvement Projects to drive cost savings and recovery efforts.  
 Piloted a continuous improvement project through enhancing gamma ray spotting range system on heavy equipment pusher machines, 

which eliminated the repeating issue (occurred 2-3 times per year at 1M per occurence) of dumping 2500 degree product onto the Warf 
and burning up the belt systems. Spotting lights were improved and alignment was adjusted for machinery in quench tower.  

 Adjust batteries for optimal production output of chemicals for resale by lowering QI levels through evaluating data in determining 
optimal temperature for each unit. Chemical resale accounts for 15% of the recovery cost and this project made between 1-2% gains. 

 Ensure daily functionality and upkeep of plant machinery, PM work, maintenance logs, documentation, and equipment logs. 
 
Tecnocap, LLC.                        Glen Dale, WV                                   Summer 2012-January 2013 
Industrial Engineer(Internship) 
 Implemented an automated inventory control system for thousands of tooling parts in the manufacturing plant saving the company potential six 

figure losses. 
 Designed a Quality System for statistically auditing defect closures to maximize profits through optimizing labor and materials.  
 Calculated closure spoilage rate on 48 press lines and implemented engineering measures to reduce scrap loss by $60,000 per year. 
 
 
 
Lytle Construction Corporation                           Morgantown, WV        Summer 2011 
Industrial Engineer(Internship) 
 Gained hands on experience with critical customer projects involving a variety of services including roofing, paving projects, masonry, 

water/sewage installation for multi-million dollar university expansion project, steel reinforcement, bridge repairs, and others. 
 
Cabela’sDistribution Center                       Wheeling, WV        Nov 2008- 2010 
Receiving Processor 
 Receive, process, audit merchandise, and review PO's, and assign logistic putaway locations at 2X the productivity rate. 
 Trained/Supervised new hires and earned the Cabela's Outstanding Employee Award.  
 
Rewards and Achievements 
Alpha Pi Mu (Industrial Engineering Honor Society)                         September 2012 
Member of the Lander University Baseball team (Academic/Athletic Awards)                                                       Aug 2003-2006 
 
Computer/Software Skills 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint, MATLAB, Microsoft Visual Basic, SAS, Arena Simulation Modeling, Minitab, AutoCAD, 
SAP, Visio, Basic PLC 


